Simplified performance in a rugged body

Lenovo 300e Notebook
EASY COMPUTING, FOR ANYWHERE EDUCATION

The 300e Notebook has a yoga-type design that can be used in any education environment. Its multiple modes — laptop, tablet, tent and stand — make it perfect for students and teachers alike. This Notebook is built rugged to withstand everyday bumps and drops, with a spill-proof keyboard.

• Latest Apollo Lake processor, LPDDR4 memory and additional options for fast storage, the 300e Notebook is ideal for classroom and campus usage.
• Equipped with an eMMC storage, a low power consumption storage that works fast and can last a complete day with a single charge.
• The IPS HD Touch display gives freedom to do a range of tasks at ease. The 300e also comes with Active pen support that provides pinpoint accuracy and pressure sensitivity, resulting in a natural pen and paper experience while sketching and making notes.

ACCESSORIES

ThinkPad 11.6” Work-in-Case (Gen. 2) ›
Ruggedized protection for Education Notebooks and Laptops.

Lenovo Headphones ›
Comfortable fitting, sound isolating headphones for a crisp and clear listening experience.

ThinkPad Pen Pro ›
The ideal input solution for a precise content and graphic input experience.
Lenovo 300e Notebook

The revolutionary design of the 300e Notebook combines power, stability, and durability, giving students a Notebook that lets them express their creativity.

With the latest Apollo Lake processor, LPDDR4 memory, Active Pen support, faster storage, and a battery that runs all-day long, the Lenovo 300e Notebook makes education hassle-free for both students and teachers.

PERFORMANCE

Processor
Up to Intel® Pentium® Processor

Operating System
Up to Windows® 10

Graphics
Intel integrated

Memory
Up to 8GB, On board LPDDR4

Storage
Up to 128GB eMMC; Up to 128GB SSD

Camera
1.0MP HD camera with integrated dual microphone

Battery
Up to 8 hours* Li-Polymer, 45Wh

*Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.

Audio
Stereo speakers

Security
Kensington lock slot

DISPLAY

Dimensions (W x D x H)
300.5 X 212.5 X 23.3 mm
11.83” X 8.36” X 0.92”

Weight
3.19 lbs / 1.45kg

Keyboard
Spill-resistant keyboard

Reliability Tests
Industry standard tests

CONNECTIVITY

Input/Output Ports
1 x USB 3.0
2 x USB 2.0
Micro SD card reader
HDMI
Dual MIC

WLAN
2 x 2 AC and Bluetooth® 4.1
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